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Transformers, General Purpose

See General Information for Transformers, General Purpose

SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC USA INC
6 COMMERCIAL RD
HUNTINGTON, IN 46750-8805 USA

General purpose transformers, "7400 Series", Model(s) 7400ENT11, 7400ENT13, 7400ENT7

General purpose transformers, "S Series", Model(s) 1.2SQS

General purpose transformers, "S Series", Model(s) S, may be prefixed by the letter C, prefixed by 50 through 750 or 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 5, may be followed by V or Q, followed by 1, 43, 46, 57, 63, 64 or 67, or any other one to two digit number, followed by A, B or F, may be followed by Y.

General purpose transformers, industrial control types, "RZ Series", Model(s) HT018E followed by -199, -201, -208, -209, -210, -218, -219, -220, -221, -222, -223, -224, -225, -226, -227, -228, -229, -233

General purpose transformers, industrial control types, Model(s) 30025-651-50, -51 and -52

General purpose transformers, industrial control types, Model(s) 30033-525, -550, -575 and -600 followed by additional suffixes

General purpose transformers, industrial control types, Model(s) ADC132082

General purpose transformers, industrial control types, Model(s) E0, may be followed by F or T, followed by -1, -2, -3, -3S2, -4, -8, -9, -10, -11, -15, -16, -17, -18, -19, -1952, -51, -61, -71, -81 or -91, may be followed by DJXX or QXXX.

General purpose transformers, industrial control types, Model(s) EL-1, EL-2, EL-3, EN375, IL100, IL150, IL200, IL250, IL300, IL50

General purpose transformers, industrial control types, Model(s) K, may be followed by F or L, followed by 50, 75, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 500, 750, 1000, 1500, 2000, 3000 or 5000, may be followed by QXXX or DXXX

General purpose transformers, industrial control types, Model(s) KC100, KC150, KC300, KC50

General purpose transformers, industrial control types, Model(s) LA9FF4TKF, followed by 50D1, 50D3, 100D1, 100D3, 150D1 or 150D3


General purpose transformers, industrial control types, Model(s) T, may be followed by F, followed by 25, 50, 75, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 500, 650, 750 1000, 1500 2000, 2500, 3000 or 5000, may be followed by QXXX or DXXX

General purpose transformers, industrial control types, Model(s) TD or TFD, followed by 1500, 2000 or 3000, followed by D or Q, followed by additional suffixes

* - May be followed by one or two numbers which designate the voltage code.
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The appearance of a company’s name or product in this database does not in itself assure that products so identified have been manufactured under UL’s Follow-Up Service. Only those products bearing the UL Mark should be considered to be Certified and covered under UL’s Follow-Up Service. Always look for the Mark on the product.
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